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ABSTRACT

Polymerization of monomers over heterogeneous catalysts results in the fragmentation

of the catalysts and subsequent transport in the polymer particles that are produced.

Characterization of theprocessmmgnondesti^

techniques makes possible: measurement of the distributionof the catalyst fragments in an

individual particle and, in addition, gives an estimate: of the particle porosity and surface

area. The present experiment was carried out using: the x-ray microscopy facility at the

Brookhaven National Synchrotron Light Sourcer(NSLS) X26 beam line. The tomographic

sections were analyzed using autocorrelation techniques to detenrnneporosity and surface

area values^ Theresultsaretcompared to values: abtainedusing conventional methods. This

procedure makes possible the extraction of quantitative: information about porosity and

specific area from the tomograans.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The polymerization of ethylene to produce polyethylene is accomplished using several

types of supported catalysts. The initial size of the support particles is of the order of

several hundred micrometers or more. These particles fragment during the production

process and they finally constitute a small fraction of the finished product.

Little is known about the: details of the fragmentation process and the particle

morphology even though the manufacturing process is affected in an important way. Initial

investigations with synchrotron computed nricrotomography (CMT) have shown that a silica-

supported catalyst used for the polymerization of ethylene in the gas phase may have silica

fragments distributed around the periphery of the particle-1]. In another investigation [2]

it has been shown that a MgCl^-supported catalyst used for the polymerization of ethyiene

in a heptane slurry fragments mare uniformly and that there is no evidence for a

concentration of catalyst near the polymer surface. The polymer particles that are formed

in a slurry are found to be more porous than these made in a gas phase.

In order to optimize the process variables, systematic studies are necessary. The use

of tomographic sections is valuable from botfr a quantitative and a qualitative standpoint.

In this paper it is pointed out that the use: of histograms showing the distribution of

measured linearattenuatioir coefficients is a simple^approach to obtaining a measure of the

particle porosity. Further, it is emphasized that an autocorrelation analysis also gives the

porosity, and, ux addition, a measurerof the specific surface area and porersize distribution

on a microscopic scale. Theseedeterminatians should complement those obtained with the

macroscopic methods of liquid nitrogen adsorption and mercury porosimetry since they do

not entail assumptions about the connectivity of the pore structure.



2. EXPERIMENiAL METHODS

The following catalysts were chosen for investigation in this experiment: a siiica-

supported catalyst used in the gas phase and a MgCI2-suPPorteji catalyst used in a slurry.

It was known from previous experiments that the former produced a low porosity

polyethylene pellet and the latter a high porosity pellet.

Theanalysis was carried out using the NSLS X26 x-ray microscopy facility. The details

of this apparatus have been given elsewhere [3,4]. Briefly, the beam is collimated to a few

micrometers size using tantalum slits. A collimatedscintiflation detector is used to measure

the attenuation of the x-ray beam in the specimen. The tomogram is then obtained using

a first generation CT data collection technique. The beam is scanned across the material

while the transmitted radiation is measured with a Cai+2 detector using a sampling interval

of a few micrometers. Between each translation thesampleis rotated through a small angle.

Tiie tomagram is then reconstructed from the resulting data.

3. AUTOCORRELATION ANALYSIS

The n- point correlation function

is the: probability that then-points separated by ther spatial vectors r1} r2,.-, rE,j have the

same value for the property p(x). The brackets < > indicate a spatial average aver the

variable x. For example, if p: represents phase type, then for a binary medium of two

phases, solid and void, the n-point correlation functiorr measures the probabih'ty that n such

spatial locations lie, on the average, in the same phase. If the medium is isotropic, then the

correlation function depends only on the relative orientation of the vectors r with respect

to each other. If the medium is stationary, correlation functions performed an samples of

the medium from different spatial locations will bs identical.



limiting discussion to the phase type, then for an isoiropic bi-phase material, where

p = 1 for the void phase and p = 0 for the solid phase, the porosity ^ of a medium sample

is given by

Further, if the phase structure contains no long range order

Iff—-

Variations in local porosity can be determined by computing X\ cm medium samples

from a variety of spatial locations. For a stationary medium, the porosity is constant and x\

need only be determined for a single sample. Further, if the medium is isotropic, the

porosity <t> can be determine&by a one dimensional computation for x\> assumingthe sample

is long enough in one of its dimensions.

To illustrate the connection betweerr the statistical correlation functions and: medium

properties, Berryman [6] concentrated oir porosity and permeability iff rocks. There is, of

course, no problem in applying the. same analysis to the case of the polyethylene;

polymerization particles. Walsh and Brace [7J, used a,cylindrical tube poremadel ta relate

rack permeability k (assumptions: are^isotropic, statidnary;-medium) to porosity, electrical

formaliorr factor F, and specific surface area s,

where, we have seen, & carrbe obtained from the 1-point correlation function, and s can be

obtained from theZ^point correlation function slope: at zero distance



In the Walsh-Brace formula, b is a measure of the tube cross section in the modei.

This empirical parameter provides an effective tube cross section which can be determined

or adjusted for various rock types or for other materials such as catalysts.

Benyman and Milton [8] have a rigorous bound on the rock permeability based upon

a variationai principle first applied to porous media by Prager [9].

Benyman [6] has developed methods for the efficient evaluation of the 2- and 3-point

correlationfunctions for planarimages assuming medium isotropy in the plane. Porosity and

specific surface area can be measured from the correlation function and an estimate of mean

particle size can be inferred- It should be noted that Z-point correlation functions can be

rapidly evaluated using Fourier transform techniques. Berryman's approach has been used

in the evaluation of the catalyst tomograms presented: here.

4. RESUus ANH IHSCHSSION

The size and uniformity of x-ray absorption in the unused silica catalyst support

particles are displayed in the tomagram shown irr fig. 1A» The pixel size in the figure is 2

(jxa x 2/Ltnr with a slice thickness of 2jitm. An expanded view of a single particie is given

in fig. IB. A small fissure cairbetseen-.that is roughly 6 pm in width. This demonstrates the

high resolution of the x-ray tomagraphy apparatus.

The fragmentatiOTr of the silica particles when used to polymerize ethylene is evident

in the tomagram shown in fig. 2. Here^ the tomogram is a section through a polyethylene

particle which was obtained at a polymisryieldof 200 g polymer per gram of catalyst. The

pixel size was 3 /xm x 3 /un and the slice thickness was 3 jum. The bright areas near the



periphery of the specimen denote the presence of silica fragments, several with an area

larger than that of a single pixel.

A histogram showing the frequency distribution of the reconstructed attenuation

coefficients for the same particle is shown in fig. 3. Only the region in the interior of the

particle is included in the analysis. Only a single peak is visible, demonstrating that the

porosity of the particle is very law. The noise in the tomogram limits the ability to resolve

contributions from pixels that represent pores from those that represent polyethylene. In

this case a limit could be put an porosity or alternatively, use of the correlation function can

reveal the same information (see below).

A tomogram for the polyethylene MgCI^supported catalyst particle is shown in fig. 4.

The difference in porosity compared to the silica-supported catalyst is evident. The

attenuation coefficient histogram is shown irr fig. 5. The large area in the image occupied

by the pores is shown by the largepeak centered at 0 m . A comparison of the peak areas

gives a value of 0.33 for the porosity.

The results of the two-point correlation analysis for the two tomagrams shown in figs.

2 and 4- are displayed irr figs. 6 and 7. The- mairr problem in carrying out the correlation

function analysis results from the overlapping: of the two peaks representing the porer and

poiymerfractians. Theanalysis requires unique identificatiarr of each pixel as belonging to

either sample or pore space. Thus a lower pixel value (oKcriminator level) must be

determined, below which all intensity values areassumedto belong to pore pixels, and above

which sample pixels: are assumed. Hencetheresults of the: porosity and the specific surface

area measurements will depend on the discriminator level used.

The discriminator level is less critical in the case: of the silica catalyst since the porosity

is low. Here we determine a porosity of 0.017 and a specific surface area of 0.0094 jum"1.

Assuming the material density is 1 g/cnr*, this corresponds to a surface area per unit mass

of 0.0094 rrZ/g. Using a reasonable choice for the discriminator level, the results for the



MgCl2 catalyst are a porosity of 0.412 and a specific surface area of 0.110 }ual or a surface

area per unit mass of 0.110 m /g. Both the computed porosity and specific surface area in

this second case are more susceptible to the discriminator ievei; it is difficult to determine

whether the values determined are arr overestimation or underestimation given the specific

choice of level.

In both samples, the specific area calculation is obtained from a finite-difference

calculation of the slope of the correlation function at zero distance. This slope was

computed using the correlation data at distances of 0 and 1 pixel widths. For the first

sample the pixel width is 5.0 micrometers, and 4.0 micrometers in the second. This finite

pixel size and the corresponding slope determination tends to give an underestimate of the

specific surface area.

These results can be compared with values ohtained. by conventional method of

mercury porosimetry. Koffi et al. [2] report specific surface area values for the silica based

material of 0.23m2/gandfortheMgGl2inater^ iQI 0.26-Q.8Z;in2/g. Qurcorrelatianfunction

determined values are lower for the silica material and in reasonable agreement for the

MgCI2.

Differences carr arise from

- the frrritfc pixel size; i&s mentioned above,

- the specific choice: of discriminator level

- the fact that tomography makes it possibles to measure^ porosity and surface areas

in pores that are not connected to the surface-af the particle. This is not possible

with traditional techniques.

- CMT gives images of particular sections through the particle. Since the pore

distribution is not necessarily umfdrrn; deviations are not surprising.
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Koffi et ai. [2] also report an average pore size of 30-40 jum for catalysts with a. yield

of 75-80 g/g. The correlation functions do not show any strong evidence for structure in this

size range.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the combination of synchrotron-based computed

nricratamagraphy with the n-point correlation analysis gives a means of measuring the

microscopic porosity and specific surface area af polyethylene polymerization particles.

There is evidence that the values obtained in this way are consistent with those obtained

using conventional porosimetry. Extension af the CMT measurements to multiple slices

through the pellets will make it possible to study the fragmentation and transport of the

catalyst in the polymer/monomer mixture: and define particle porosity and surfaces area with

much greater sophistication than is now possible and thus give improved insights into the

production process. The: success of the: method rests an the use: af the nigh brilliance:

synchrotron radiation x-ray source and a careful development of the x-ray tomography

system.

These results are characteristic for the speriffesample systems that were studied. We

have found that the morphology of th& catalyst/palymer particle depends an the specific

conditions (temperature, pressure, pretreatment, etc) of the polymerization as much as they

do on the phase in which the polymerizations were conducted. Thusy we do not wish to

generalize the results that we have described ta represent the differences between gas and

slurry processes or silica versus MgCI^ as supports. Our research reveals that the

morphology of the growing pdymer/catalyst is a complex function of both composition and

polymerization conditions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1A. Tomagram showing sections through a number af typical SiO2 catalyst support

particles. The volume element examined in the section was 8 nm5.

Kg. IB. Magnified view af a single particle chosen from those shown in fig. 1A. The

average width of the crack in the particle is about 5. fim.

Fig. 2. Tamogram showing a section through a polyethylene polymerization particle

produced using aSiO2-supported Cr catalyst. The polymer yield is 200 g polymer

per g catalyst. The catalyst fragments are distributed at the periphery of the

section. "#

Fig. 3. Histogram showing the distributiorr of linear attenuation coefficients within the

polymer particle tomogram shown in fig. 2. The large peak represents the

polyethylene. Events cair be founi at higher attenuation coefficients are the

catalyst fragments, but are: not visible an this scale. The absence of events at 0

attenuation coefficient shows that the porosity of the material is low.

Fig. 4. Tomogram showing a sections through a polyethylene polymerization particle

produced with a MgO2-supparted:Ti catalyst; The polymer yield: is 80 g polymer

per g catalyst. Thecatalyst is distributedJthroughout theparticleirr the specimen.

The high porosity of i the specimen: is clearly seen.

Fig. 5. Histogranr showing^ the; distribution af linear attenuation coefficients within the

polymer particle: tomogramsiioiivrrin fig. 4. The two peaks show the distribution

of voids and polyethyleneiffthespecimen and, in contrast to the tomogram shown

in fig. ly that the porosity is ragli.

Fig; 6; Autocorrelatiorr functicar for the tomagranr showrr irr fig. 2.

Fig. 7. Autocorrelation function for the tomagram shown in fig. 4.
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Table 1. Summary of results.

Initial S.A. Initial Void Yield (g/g)
(rn2/g) Fraction

A. Liquid Nitrogen and Mercury Porpsirnetry Results

Silica 148 Q.7Q 200

MgC!2 120 p.43 pp

B. Synchrotron Compute^ Microtomography Results

Silica/Gr

MgCI/Ti

Final S.A.
(N2 sorp.)

2.0 (est.)*

20-5

Data

S.A.
(m2/g)

0.23

0.26=0.82

P-PP09

p.n

from Porosimetry (>

Average Void
Dimensions

(f^m)

28

20

—

—

2 urn)
Final Void

Fraction
(Porosity)

0.29

0.42-0.64

0.017

0.41

* Estimated from absorption data. Initial = Initial catalyst partjple. Final = After polymerization. S.A. = Surface area.
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